The medial constrained insert restores native knee rotational kinematics after bicruciate-retaining total knee arthroplasty.
The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that the medial constrained insert would reproduce the native knee kinematics after bicruciate-retaining (BCR) total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Using an image-free navigation system in six fresh-frozen whole-body cadavers, the rotation angle of the tibia at minimum flexion, at 10° intervals from 0° to 130° flexion, and at maximum flexion during manual passive knee flexion was assessed. The data was collected in native knees, in BCR TKA using a normal flat insert (BCR-XP), and in BCR TKA using a more constrained insert in the medial side (BCR-AS). The differences in the rotation angle of the tibia were statistically evaluated. The rotation angles of the tibia in BCR-XP were significantly different from those of the native knees both in the early flexion phase (p = 0.002 at minimum knee flexion, p = 0.002 at 0°, p = 0.041 at 10°, p = 0.009 at 20°, p = 0.026 at 30°) and in the late flexion phase (p = 0.015 at 130°, p = 0.015 at maximum knee flexion), whereas the rotational angles of the tibia in BCR-AS were similar to those of the native knee. This study shows that the rotational kinematics of the native knee is reproduced after BCR TKA with the medial constrained insert. Surgeons and implant designers should be aware that constraint of the medial side in BCR TKA is a crucial factor for restoration of native kinematics which may lead to better clinical outcome.